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. ' 
COMPUTER-AIDED PROCESS PLANNING FOR 

-
SHEET-METAL PART PRQDUCTION 

A B SoT R ACT 

The trend from mass-production towards batch-oriented 

flexible manufacturing systems has led to a steady increase 1n 

the use, of computers in manufacturing , and the integration of 

computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing 

(CAM) systems into computer-integrated manufacturing (CIM) 

systems. Process planning,occupying a critical position a~ the 

crossroads of the design and production activ1ties , assumes 

g~eat importance in such systems . 

In this study a retrieval-type computer-aided process 

planning system is developed for a multi-plant firm producing 

sheet-metal pa-rts and a database established and integrated with 

the firm's existing information system to improve information 

flow and report-gene~ating capabil1ties. 

The system has been implemented in two of the firm's five 

plant~ and results have been encouraging. 



SAC PAR~A lMALATI l~lN 

B1LG1SAYAR DESTEKLl OPERASYON PLANLAMA 

QZET 

Seri Uretim sistemlerinin yerlerini giderek daha kli~lik partilere 

yonelik esnek lire tim sistemlerine blrakmaSl liretim sistemlerinde 

bilgisayar uygulamalarlnln artmaslna ve bilgisayar destekli tasa

nm ve liretimin birbirine yakla~arak bilgisayarla blitUnle§ik iire

tim sistemleri olu~turmalarlna neden olmu~tur. Tasarlm ve lire tim 

araslnda bir koprli vaziyetinde olan operasyon planlama faaliyetle

ri bu si.stemlerde bliylik onem kazanlr. 

Bu ~all§mada birden fazla i§letmesi olan bir ~irketin imal ettigi 

v 

sac par~alar i~in bir ~aglrma/dlizeltme tipi bilgisayar destekli ope

rasyon sistemi ve §irketin mevcut veri tabanlna entegre edilen bir 

veritabanl sistemi ile ilgili uygulama ve raporlama progranllarl ge

li~tirilerek §irketin bilgi akl~l ve operasyon planlama faaliyetleri

ne kolayhklar getirilmi§tir. 

Tasarlanan sistcm §irketin be~ i§letmesinden ikisinde ba§arlyla uygu

lanmaktadlr. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

During the last three decades , the role of computers in the 

manufacturing industries has been growing at an ever-increasing 

~ate . The development of NC machinery .~ followed by DNC and CNC 

systems led in turn to increased need for computer aid in the 

deslgn process . Developments in the field of computers , espe

cially the appearanc on the market of mini- and microcomputer 

sys~ems , database and graphics software and networking and 

communications technology have led towards" the integration of 

computer-aided design (CAD) and computer-aided manufacturing(CAM) 

into so-called Compu~er-Integrated Manufacturlng (CIM) systems . 

Manufacturing systems are generally acknowledged to be among 

the most complex and difficult to manage of organizations , 

especially since they consist of a number of highly interrelated 
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)arts , .such as NC machining , MRP , product design and process 

~lanning . The trend ~rom the mass-prbduc'tion environment of the 

?re-1950'stowards batch-oriented, flexible systems further 

~ggravate~'management problems. 

Efficient management of such a c?mplex organizational entity 

in today's changing socio-economic environment requires the 

integration of many interrelated functions . This in turn , 

require~ the manipulation of vast amounts of data , rendering 

computers the only viable alternatlve for integrating product 

design , production planning and ~ontrol and production equ1pmen~ 

and processes . 

In such a system the function of process planning , defined 

as "the systematic determination of the methods by which a pro

duct can be manufactured econo~ically and competitively" [1J is 

the intermediate stage between product design and manufacturing 

. .. .'\ ~ . 
A process plan bas1cally conta1ns descr1pt1ons of the operat10ns 

to be performed in order to manufacture the part , their sequence 

the necessary machines and tooling , standard operation and 

setup times and materials(Fig.l) . Thus the importance of follow-

ing ~n optimal process plan is evident 

Manual process plann1ng systems , however , do not easily 

'lend themselves to CIM applications . Since process planners 

generally rely heavily on their own ~ersonal experience , differ-

ent process planners tend to develop different process plans for 
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parts which are similar or even identical This leads to a great 

proliferation of process plans , with a corresponding loss of 

standardization. Groover[2J cites an example where 42 different 

prbcess plans were developed for var10US sIzes of a certain part 

including 20 different machine tools The reason was found to 

be that 9 manufacturing engineers 2 planners and 25 NC part 

programmers had >-lorked on the parts Analysis revealed that two 

different routings through four machines were sufficient . Dif

ferent planners may mot be able to communicate ideas effectively 

rendering utiliz~tion of past exper1ence difficult and leading 

to unnecessary repetition of errors 

Another aspect of .manual process planning systems is the 

amount of paperwork necessary. Studies cited in the literature[l 

3] indicate that process planners spend up to 30% of their time 

just >-lriting out process plans and checking them for errors . The 

retrieval problems of manual systems with lost documents and 

long searches through filing cabinets . are also manifest 

The broad information content of process plans also requires 

the generation of large numbers of reports such as machine work

loads. material" and tooling requirements and labour requirements 

for a given production schedule . Preparation of such reports by 

hand 1S prohibitively time-consuming and may even result in the 

repo~t being out of date by the time it is preppared . 
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Use of computers in process planning permits the creation of 

a firm-"Tide database for this purpose '. from "Thich information 

can easily be retrieve~ and used in the construction of new 

process plans. This results. ln a firm-"Tide ".knowledge base" 

'. 
enabling process plahners to make use of others' experience • 

minimizing repetitlon of errors and promotlng standardlzation . 

This common database can be updated as production technology 
. 

evolves , thus ensuring that new process plans reflect the latest 

available technology. Once established , this database forms the 

basis for the generation of reports from this data "Th1Ch "Tere 

previously prepared by hand. resulting ln time savings and 

increasing the cost-effectiveness of the data . 

Another extremely lmportant aspect of computer-aided process 

planning (CAPP) systems is that they act as office automation 

systems . automatin9 the clerical part of the process planning 
0) 

activity and reducl~g paperwork to a minimum. The abllity of the 

planner to store complete or incomplete process plans for future 

editing 1S also of great value ,.,hen the iterative nature· of pro-

cess planning is taken into account 

The savings introduced by the implementation of a CAPP 

system can be expressed in the table below [lJ: 
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Table 1. Estimated Savings from CAPP 

Area 

Process Planning 58 

Direct Labour 10 

Material 4 

Scrap and Rework 10 

Tooling 12 

Work ln process 6 

. 
A survey by the Committee on the CAD/CAM Interface of the 

National Research Council[4J leads to the conclUSlons that major 

companles have well-structured long-range plans for implementlng 

eIM and that companles wlll have to adopt th19 technology in 

order to remain competitive in their markets. Thus , parallel to 

this development • it is safe to predict that CAPP systems will 

become important parts of every major manufacturlng enterprise in 

the near future 
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' . . 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

In the course of attempts to capture the logic , judgement 

and experience necessary for process planning and incorporate 

them ~nto computer programs to automate the process planning 

function , two alternative approaches . the generative and the 

retrieval or variant approaches. have been developed. These t~,o 

approaches to the design of CAPP systems ,·,ill be described ",ith 

examples from the literature in this chapter 

2.1 
.) Retrieval-type CAPP systems 

The foundation of retrieval type CAPP systems 1S parts 

classification and coding and group technology(GT) . The parts to 

be manufactured are grouped into part families by virtue of their 

manufacturing characteristics . This classificatlon leads to the 

members of each part family having similar manufacturing pro
............... 

cesses A standard process plan can also be stored for each part 

family' The parts are coded to reflect this classificat10n and 

the code serves as a key to enable computer retrieval of appro-
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Fig.2 Information Flow in a Retrieval-type CAPP system. 



priate pro~ess plans for a new part . Some editing of the ret-

rieved process plan may be necessary , which explains why these 

CAPP syste~s are also referred to as "variant" systems. The 

basic structure of a retrieval-type CAPP system can be seen ln 

Fig.2 It should be borne in mind " however , that most CAPP 
.' ' 

systems encauntered- in the 1 i terature are for metal-cut t ing 
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applications , so the part-family maatrix flle , whlch is essen-

tially a group-technological concept , may not be applicable in 

all cases . 

The user of a retrieval-type CAPP system ",ould enter a code 

containing manufacturing information about the new part to be 

manufactured If an exact match is found it can be displayed 

to the user . Othenllse , the user can be g1ven a list of "simi-

lar" par t s , on 'vlhose proces s'; plans he can base that of the ne;'l 

part . The process plan formatter can then be used to generate 

the finished document . '.' 

One such system 1S Computer-A1ded Manufactur1ng-Interna-

tlonalCCAM-I)'s CAPP system. This is a retrieval-type system 

basically for metal-cutting operations . The basic flowchart can 

be seen in Fig.3 [4J In this system the user enters a slmilar-

ity code , which is used to search the part family matrix . If a 

match is found, the data is temporaarily stored ;.,hile the user 

. enters'header data, and then a standard operations sequence for 

the famlly iss retrieved and edited if necessary. After this , 
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operation descriptions can be retrieved and edited if necessary 

to be particular to the new' workpiece It is interesting to note 

that the classification/cod2ng system used is not specified by 

the CAPP system , which provides for the use of a code of maximum 

36 digits provided.by the user. 
"I . 

Another widely-used retrieval-type CAPP system is MIPLAN , 

developed by the Organization for Industrial Research of Waltham 

, Mass. [1 3 , 6] . The basic structure of this system can be 

seen 2n Fig .. 4 . This system, available on various computers such 

as DEC PDP-11 and IBM OS or DOS systems , has the added advantage 

th~t the user can gain sUbstantial benefits w1thout having to 

first indulge 2n a vast amount of class2f2cat1on and cod2ng . The 

user can employ this system at first as a special-purpose word-

processor and then gradually build up the retrieval system over 

time[1 , 6] 

The MIPLAN system consists of modular sofb-Tare which gives 

the user the followinng opt2ons: 

1) Creation of a process plan from scratch, uS2ng standard 

user-defined text files 

11» Retrieval and completion of an incomplete process plan 

This opti~n is extremely useful not only for the many interrup-

tions that planners are subjected to , but also for the construc-

tion of process plans where some informat1on is m1ss1ng and can 

be added later . 
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111) Retrieval of process plans by l'art numher . The plan can 

then be edited if the new part 1s different from the ex~sting 

part 

1V) Retrieval of. process plans by s'1mil~rity code. The user 

can do this by mea~~ of a complete or partial code , which can be 

generated interact1ve~y using the MICLASS coding module . 

After work on the process plan has been completed , the user 

can have the computer print out the finished document , store the 

completed process plan in the firm's process plan files, delete 

any ~nwanted plans or store an incomplete process plan to be 

completed later . 

The system uses four files:the the text file, standard 

process file, production process plan file and part-family 
.. 

matrices file . The text file contains standard text generated by 

the user \'lho is also free to determine hO\'I it will be accessed 
.. ) 

. The standard process plan file contains standard process plans 

established by the user based on the MICLASS codes , which can 

be accessed by all retrieval routines . The production process 

plan file contains the plans used regularly 
. 
1n the plant . The 

part-family matrix file is used in the case of an exact match of 

the code of the new part not being found . MIPLAN also allows the 

user to execute user-defined programs and enter the results on 

the process plans . 

Schaffer , reporting on the application of MIPLAN at General 



Electric's Lamp Equipment Operation[6J , gives the savings a-

chieved by the use of MIPLAN merely to eliminat~ manual writing 

of process plans at 20% , and estimates a furthe; 10-15% to be 
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gained by the implementation of the retrieval system and modifi
I 

cation of existing process plans . 

McNeely and Maistrom[7J glve a retrieval-Lype CAPP system 

for the production of printed circuit boards (PCB) . Their system 

based on a program in BASIC , determines the operation sequen-

ce , necessary.machinery and standard setup and run times from 

varlous basic features of the PCB , and also contains information 

such as documentatlon revislons and materials . The user enters 

numerical code~ to specify features of the PCB such as drililng 

and plating requirements and requirements for plated contacts . 

As the possible operation sequences are known beforehand , the 

computer gives the appropriate process plan The atithors report 

reduction of indi~ect costs'to 17% of their former level and 

preparation time for process plans from four hours to forty 

minutes on average . 

2.2 Generative-type CAPP Systems 

Generative-type CAPP systems use the computer to create 

process plans from scratch, without human interference or use of 

an existing process plan[2J . The system , given a comprehensive 

description of the workpart includlng geometry and materials , 
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synthesizes the design of the optimum process plan , simulating 

the logic used by a human process planner . 

It is generally acknowledged in the literature that although 

there are several retrieval-type CAPP systems successfully 

operat1ng , there is no truly generative system in operation as 
-. 

yet . Those gene/at i've CAPP systems avai lable to industry st ill 

require a trained process planrier and have been developed for a 

some",hat restricted range of manufacturing applicat10ns . This 

may be due to the fact that detailed information on part geometry 

and materials and sophisticated programming to capture the 

decision logic involved is required . A considerable effort lS 

being made to develop artific1al intelligence systems for CAPP 

and it is probably safe to say that the main directlon of deve-

lopment of generative CAPP systems will be in this direction[19J 
.; 

A great deal of effort has been put into the development of 
.} 

generative CAPP systems by the aerospace industry . Boeing and 

Lockheed have both developed their own generative process plan-

ning systems, demonstrating the feasibility of the concept . 

The Lockheed system, GENPLAN , as described by Groover[2J 

requ1res the user to enter a part classification 'code , which it 

then uses to analyse the characteristics of the part such as 

material , geometry and other manufacturing data to synthesize an 

optimal process plan . The systen still requires the planner to 
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make manual additions , but process plans previously designed 1n 

several hours can be done in ar-ound 15 minutes .' 

The Boeing generative CAPP system[8] , whose basic structure 

can be seen in Fig.5 , is based on the Boeing classification 

structures (the BUCC-l classification for materials and BUCC-3 

for piece parts) and the DCLASS decision handler program deve

loped at Brigham Young University. It was desi~ned to give 80%' 

efficiency on the premise that generation of process plans for 

one of a kind parts would not be cost-effective , and was tested 

on sheet-metal parts manufactured in channel form . The basic 

components of the system are as follows: 

1) Classification ·logic for part shape and raw materials 

Th1S is used both for retriev1ng information and as logic input 

for the manuf~cturing process selection routines 

11) Special parameters. Th1S includes product characteris

tics Wh1Ch are not attributes of shape or raw material , but are 

important to the process decisions . 

111) Manufacturini decision logic elements . This contains the 

ident~fication and relation of drawing characteristics to 

ldentify optimal processes within the factory and is limited onlly 

by the processes it considers. It begins with the most general 

characteristics and proceeds to the more specific , identifying 

operations that drive other operations and proceeding from one 

level to the next until the process is complete . 
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lV) Operations narrative file. This' file contains detailed 

descriptions of the manufacturing processes performed in the 

factory, with room, in certain cases , for user additions . 

v) Sequencing logic. This uses the operation code to 

resequence the operations into the proper order . 

Vl) Plan preparation. This module basically serves the 

purpose of producing the final document in the ~orm required by. 

the organization . 

It should be n,oted that the above are not artlficiall intel-

ligence based CAPP:systems . Davies and Darbyshire[9J describr an 

expert system , KXCAP , for process planning of rotatioonal 

components . This is ari interactive expert system which consists 

of an inference mechanism and rules on which to base the 

decisions The rules serve the purposes of defining available 

machining operations in terms of the features on which they can 

be used and the effect they have on the workpiece and the 

selection of an operation from among a list off candidates . The 

inference mechanism then forms a tree of all posslble sequences 

and works backward from the finished part to find the best path 

through the tree according to the rules given 

Halevi and Stout[lOJ report a generative type CAPP system 

" . I' f f , , , 

for cylln~rlcal parts WhlCh mlnlmlzes productlon cost or maXlml-

zes production Machine data such as process capability, 

cutting speeds , feeds and size are input , together with infor-
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mation on the component such as raw material hardness dimensions 

tolerances, surface finish. and production quantity. The 

programs incorporate information on items like tool wear and 

chatter .. T?e progra~ then first calculates maximum and minimum 

values of each parameter and then se~ects machines and optimal 

operation sequences by constructing a matrix WhlCh ~s used to· 

determipe a path passlng through all required operations while 

min~mizing the number of machines used . The authors make the 

interesting obser~ation that retrieval-type group-technology 

based retrieval-type process planning systems do not yield 

economic proce$ses . 

Miaw and Wilson[llJ develop an interactive computer program 

to aid the designer in selecti~g appropriate manufacturing 

processes and materials combinatlons The user enters a code 

which descr~bes characteristics of th~ part such as bulk , batch 

size , shape , tolerance , loading mode and structural geometry 

and the desired criterion of excellence the user wishes to 

optimize , such as minimum size for constant strength or minimum 

cost for for constant strength. The program then uses a suitabi-

lity matrix, a computability ma~rix and a property matrix to 

generate posslble material-process combinations and rank them 

according to figures of merit based on the user-defined criterion 
, , 

of excellence . This process also brings the design and manufac-

turing phases of production together to design a more 
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"producable" product and manufacture it efficiently. 

Another example of the integration of desi'gnand process 

plannlng is 'given in Chang and Wysk[12J . The object of their 

effort is to integrate a graphic CAD system wlth a gen~rative 

CAPP system so that the user , working wlth a terminal or a 

workstation , can 6btain both an engineering dra,'ling and a 

process plan without any further coding. The c;uthors interface a 

CAD system with a generative CAPP system , APPAS , designed by 

Wysk , capable of planning milling and hole-making operations 

The interface is glven for hole drilling and chamfering 

operations only _ 

The CAPP system u-sed by these authors . APPAS , has the 

baslc functions of process selection and process parameter 

selection Process selection selects appropriate machining 

processes based on surface geometry and tolerances • using 

process capabilities defined by variables such as tool size , 

form geometry and tolerances . Processes are arranged in the 

process boundary file according to precedence relationshlps aand 

cost _ The CAPP system also includes a cost-estimating procedure 

_ Hughes and LeonardE13] also give a costing procedure for 

component productionn _ 

In the integrated system , the user designs the part at the 

CAD "l'lOrkstation and then APPAS uses the design infformation to 

generate process plans and machining data . The user is also 
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g1v~n the estimated process cost , for use as design decision 

information . 

The development and increas1ng use 1n 1ndustry of multi-

functional NC machining centres has led to considerable attention 

baIng devoted to,pibcess plannIng for ~uch machines. Hitomi and 

Ohashi[14l give a model for determining the optimal sequence of 

operations and optimal cutting conditio~s for a multifunctional 

NC machinee ,'11 th automatic tool and work change . These authors 

develop a mathematical programming model. very similar to the 

travelling salesman problem which they solve with a branch-and-

bound procedure to give the optimal sequence and then solve 

another , non-linear optimization problem to determine optimal 

cuting condit{ons . The operations to be performed are inpUlt by 

the user 

The MITURN system developed by the TNO[13J 
. 
IS somewhat more 

.. , 
sophisticated . The user inputs the gOeometry of the starting 

material and the finished part . The program then uses a group-

technology type approach to yield the optimal sequence ,expected 

machine time • tooling and operation instructions and punch an NC 

tape of the part program . 
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III. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

The firm under study is Turkey's largest manufacturer of 

durable household good~ . with five plants, each speclalizing
J 

a different product line. Two of these are in Istanbul , one 

producing washlng machines , dryers and dishwashers and the other 

commercial refrigerators and air-conditioners;two more in 

Eski$ehir • one producing compressors and the other refri-

gerators;and another in Izmir producing vacuum cleaners and 

smaller domestic appliances such as irons and hair-dryers . 

In all plants except the one in Izmir . the most important 

part of the production process consls~s of sheet-metal forming onn 

a variety of machines "11th varying capacities and capabilities. 

These parts are welded into subgroups and then combined with 

various plastic and alum1nium parts . some purchased and some 

made in-house • and purchased sub-assemblies such as electric 



motors and gearboxes , to form the fini~hed products . 

As cari be seen from the firm's organization chart(Fi~"6) 

the plants are under the Deputy General Manager for Production 

and have their own engineering staff . The Central Engineerl.ng 

Departments , Qua'lit~ Engineering, Design Engineering, 

Production Engineering-and Investment Planning are under the 

jur i sd i c t ion of the Deputy General Manager for Engineer 1ng and 

glve t~chnical support to all the plants in general and work on 
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various projects " Of these departments , Design Engineering and 

Production Engineering are central to this study "which was 

carried out under the auspices of the central Production 

Engineering Department " 

The Des~gn EngineerIng Department ~s responsible for the 

design of new products , 
, I I , I I 

IncludIng materlals and qualIty speclfl-

cations , and technological upgraading of products to facilitate 

production and lower costs " Thus , this department releases 

bills of materials and technical change notices to the Production 

and other central englneerlng departments , ,·,hich , after 

ratifYIng them or suggestlng further revisions(to fac~littate 

assembly , for example) , forward them to the Purchaslng and 

Planning Departments " The englneer±ng staff of the plants are 

able to introduce technical changes themselves at short notice 

but have to have them ratified by the DeSIgn EngineerIng 

Department ." The general procedure for technical changes I IS shown 
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'In Fig.? . 

The Product.ion Ennglneerlng Depart.ment , as the name implies 

is primar~ly concerned with the development of efficient manu-

facturing methods. Its chief duties are as. follows: 
" 

1) Design and'production of sheet-metal, and, to a lesser 

extent , plastic dies- and the various speclalized machines and 

fixtures which may be necessary for production . 

11) Development of process plans for new prbducts and their 

update , based on technical changes , for all plants except those 

at EsJd !?ehi r . 

111) 'Determination of standard process times, assembly line 

balancing and determinat~on of labour requirements 

lV) Determination of raw material requirements for newly-

designed pacts , especially sheet-metal parts 

Due to the nature of sheet-metal manufactur~ng these 

. " functl0ns are l~tlmately related to each other . The shape of the 

part to be produced and the materlal deteermine the number and 

type(progresslve , transfer or simple) of dies to be used ; which 

to a large extent , determines the process plan . The di~ 

design also determines the amount of scrap , and thus the 

material requirements 

Update of the process plans becomes necessary when technical 

changes are' made by the Design Engineering Department Due to 

the steady diversification of products and marketing requirements 
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th~ volu~e of such changes is continually increas1ng a~d thus 
\ 

consum1ng an ever-increasing portion of the production engineers' 

time . 

Among the firm's current computer applicat10ns , the main 

'. 
source of support for the plants' technical staff 15 the 

Materials Management Bystem(MMS) . This system is basically a 

materials control system based on the open ",arehouse system ",here 

i no do~uments are required to draw materials fro~ the inventory 

and perform1ng inventory control , purchasing and accounting 

functions Its main components are a catalogue of all parts , 

materials and pioducts the firm uses or produces and the bill of 

materials of each product in the form of a tree . The amount of 

materials used in production is calculated from the daily 

production figures and the bill of materials and subtracted 

automatically from the inventory balances on a daily basis . 
. ) 

The validity of the MMS's information clearly depends on its 

be1ng kept up to date , incorporating the latest technical 

changes. As mentioned above , technical changes are ,introduced 

by the Design Engineering Department and the technical staffs of 

the plants . While those introduced by the Design Engineering 

Department are relatively easy to follow, due to problems of 

distance and communication those stemming from t~e plants are 

dlfficul~ to keep track of , leading to frequent discrepancies 

behleen the Central Eng1neering Departments' info~mation and the 
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actual state of the plant . 

At present the firm produces approximately 2000 parts and 

sub-assemblies In-house , entailing roughly 12000' operations . As 

can easily be seen • the firm has far outgrown the capability of 

the current manual process planning system . Generation of 

reports and follow-up of technical changes has become extremely 

time-consuuming, and the number of different personnel working 

on the process plans has led to a lack of a common firm-wide 

knowledge base for process planning , with a corresponding lack 

of standardization, 

Viewed from the CIM point of Vlew the firm has taken the 

first step towards realising CIM with the installation of the MMS 

. This study. constituting a second step towards CIM . will 

integrate with the MMS to form a starting point for the construc

tion of a full-scale engineering ~atabaseand lead to consider-

able improvement in englneering performance The fact that the 

CAPP system designed requires only software effort and no 

hardware investment was also an important factor in the choice of 

approach 

The available database and programming resources rendered a 

retrieval-type CAPP system the only feasible altern~tlve • since 

the geometric data required for a generative-type CAPP system 

~ere nat available 
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" , 

IV. DATABASE SYSTEM AND COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION 

4.1 Database system 
,; 

After the decision to implement a CAPP system had been taken 

• the requirements that the database system would have to fulfil 
,,l 

wer~ investigated and it was decided that the database would have 

to meet the following requ1rements: 

1) Efficient i'nterfacing ~'lith the e~dsting MMS database 

system 

11) Potential for growth and development of new systems. 

especially on-line production control 

111) Efficient generation of reports to save time and 1ncrease 

the cost-effectiveness of the data 

1V) Information content equal to that of the current manual 
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system. wlth minimum redundancy 

v) Ability to keep track of dies and machinery • both In-

house and at vendors' premises 

Vl) Facilitate information flow between plants and central 

engineering departments . 

As was briefly mentioned 
, 
ln Chapter I , the process plans 

basically contain information on the nature and sequence" of the 

operations and the tooling , machinery and time needed to manu-

facture the part . Thus , as a first step • a study of the infor-

mation content of the manual system was made in order to elimi-

nate redundant items and include new i~ems as necessary. 

The generation of reports from the process planning database 

was found to require considerable lnforrmation that was available 

in the MMS • The' parts catalogue was used to retrieve part des-

criptions , eliminatlng the need for storing these again {n the 

process plannlng system . Where-used data was accessed where 

necessary from the bill of materials , leading to further memory 

economies . Data on vendor firms and depreciation were also found 

to be available in the MMS 

As the firm under study has several different plants and two 

subsidiary firms, all of \'thich may be expected to come under the 

juriSdiction of the Production Engineering Department in t'he 

future , firm and plant codes were used as keys in all databases 

except the similarity code file. This has the added. advantage of" 



1ncreas1ng database secur-ity , since the user is asked to enter 

his firm and plant codes and a password , which restrict his 

access to the information belonging to his plant or firm . Only 

firm codes are rest~ictive in the similarity i{le , enabling 

planners to v{ew similar parts even if they are produced at 

different plants 

These factors being taken into account , the decision was 

taken to delete several redundant items such as quality control 

gauges which were unused and record of all technical changes 

except the latest . Where-used informat1on was elim1nated from 

the process planning system as it was already available in the 

NHS . The number of pal' t s per uni t of ordered quant i ty ,,'as al so 

deleted since it 1S not applic~ble to coil stock. 
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The system was implemented on the firm's Burroughs B5900 

mainframe using Burroughs DMSI I datab9;,se management sofblare . 

This database management system defines "data sets" which can be 

accessed via d1fferent key sets , called simply "sets" . Thus the 

database system as was finally decided upon consists of the 

following data sets , some of which were already in existence 1n 

the MMS (Fig.8) 

4.1.1. Parts catalogue 

This data set , already existing 1n the MMS , contains the 

description of all parts , products and sub-assemmlies the firm 

uses or produces , pr1ce , units of order and various other data 
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t\ . on purchasing . The process planning system uses this set to 

retrieve part descrlptions . Keys are (firm code , part number) 

4.1.2. Bill of materials 

In the MMS , the bill of materials daata lS not stored as a 

data set but as seven indexed sequentilal files , in order to 
• ,I • .' 

facllitate on-line inquiries J One of these flIes contains the 

basic data as a tree structure , the so-called "father-son" file 

, Whl~h has records of all parts and assemblies making up another 

part . Each record contains the number of the parent part . the 

number of the component and the amount of the component used in 

the parent . The other six files are of similar structure and 

include "son-father" , 1.e. , the reverse of father-son, 

products usedClowest level of tree to top level) and so on . The 

process planning system uses this data to determine which 

components are used , and how many . in a given part in order to 

calculate material requirements and-)machine workloads . 

4.1.3 Process plans 

This is the central module of the process planning systeem 

and , in fact , can stand alone with only the parts catalogue for 

the purpose of storing and retrtevlng process plans . However • 

its full potential only begins to be realized when it is linked 

to the machinery and dies data sets and the bill of materials . 

It contains , for each part three master records , one of which 

contains the raw material number , standard and requirement , 



flat patter~ of -the part(if any-this area is not applicable for 

assemblies) , the number and date of the latest technical change 

and the name of the person who added 1t , the production centre 

the part wlll go to after the process p'lan has been completed and 

the other two any notes the planner may wish to add • Since the 

process plans are used during actual production , the notes ar~ 

extremely useful-for drawing the workers' atten~ion to possible 

problems(e.g. "remember to remove the 5mm punches from the die 

for operation 20")thus saving a great deal of trouble and wasted 

production . 

For each operation , the data set contains the sequence 

number of the operation, 1tS description, die or fixture used , 

alternative die or fixture , machine used , alternative machine , 

production centre where the operation is performed , standard 

operation and setup times and worker requ1rements . 

W1th such a broad information content • this data set has to 

be accessed 1n several different ways . The following sets were 

defined: 

4.1.3.1 By operation (keys [firm, plant, part no. 

oper.no]) 
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This set is used to access process plans by part number 

4.1.3.2. By machine (keys [firm, plant. machine, pat no]) 

Th1s set 1S used to find the operations performed on a gIven 

machine for the purposes of calculating machine workload . 



4.1.3.3 By die (keys, [firm, plant, ,die, part no; 

op.no]) 

This set 1S used to find the operations performed by each 

die or the part it is used for. This will be used ",ith thhe dies 
" 

data set to determl~e wh1ch part is made where , in-house o'r at a 

vendor . 

4.1.4. Dies 

This data set contains infol~mation on di'es needed by, the 

technlcal staff. such as ,·,here the die lS(ln-house or at. a 

vendor's) • price. maker, depreciat.ion account. number and 

theoretic lifetime in number of hit.s . It can be accessed by the 

follo"llng sets: 

4.1.4.1 By die (keys [firm, plant, die number]) 
.; 

This is used to retrieve the die by number . 

4.1.4.2 By firm the die is used at (keys [firm • ",here
.) 

used] ) 

This enables the plants to check ",hich die is used at ",hich 

firm or plant and thus keep better track of depreciation payments 

4.1.5. Hachinery 

As the process plannIng activity is intimately related to 

the avai l'able machinery , it was necessary to include this data 
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set It c~ntains the code of the machine , description , depre-

ciation account number , t.he production centre and plant where 



the mach1ne is used and its ppr1ce and maker 

accessed by machine code . 

4.1.6 Firms catalogue 

This data set 1S 

This data set exist1ng in the MMS contains a list of all 
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vendor firms the firm does business witn , and is accessed by 

firm code . It can be used with the die data set to keep track of 

dies at vendors~ prem1ses 

4.1.7 Depreciation 

This data is outs1de the MMS and part of the accounting 

system . It records the purchase and remaining depreciation of 

machinery and equipment . Access is by account number . 

4.1.8 Similarity copes 

This data set contains the similarity codes used ln the 

retrieval-type CAPP system It can be accessed by part number or 

similarity code. 

4.2 Technical Information Syystem 

One of the most important requirements the database system is 

required to meet is to facilitate inforrmation flow between the 

central engineering units and the plants . Since technical 

changes may requ1re materials purchases , modifications to 

existing dies or the design and manufacture of new dies , there 

is a considerable time lag between a technical change being 

ac~epted by the technical staff and its actually going into 

production . This leads to discrepancies between the information 



of ·the central engIneering units and the plants' actual state . 

It is important to note tnat • however • that after a change has 

been accepted by the technical units it has become an integral 
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part of the product design • and • as such • must register in the 

technical departments' records. It is also important • . ' , 

especially from the materials point off view • to know the actual 
-l 

state of the product as it is beIng produced by the plant at the 

moment 00 The problem can be solved by storing both sets of data 

and updating nthe plants' state from the technical departments' 

recors as the changes go into product10n 

It thus becomes necessary to store both the technical 

departments' information and the current state of the plants 

separately . storing a bill of materials and a set of process 

plans for each , since keepin9'both sets of data in the same 

files will lead to problems of update and security. Hence , the 

techni cal departments wi 11 update thei·r o;om records as techni cal 

changes are made , and the actual state of production will be 

updated from these files as the changes go into production 

At present . as the central engineering departments examine 

each technical change to see if chang~s in process plan or die 

design are necessary and to keep track of its implementatIon , 

.the daily volume of technical changes takes up a great deal of 

the .engine~rs' time. On the other hand, the technical staff of 

the plants have more accurate. on the spot informatIon on avail-



able machinery and dies . Thus , the suggested database system 

would function more efiectively if the daily changes were 

followed up and entered into the techni~al records by the tech-
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nical staff of the plants themselves ~ thus releasing the c?ntral 

. . 
englneerlng departments for project work and increasing thereli-

ability of the data by capturing it at its sourceCFig.9) . The 

various plant~ can send their data to the mainframe by means of 

tapes or diskettes periodically, to make the information avail-

able tl the central departments , and eventually some form of 

networking will re~der this data transfer easier 

The programming of the first phase mentioned above , the the 

process plans and machinery data sets and their interfaces with 

the MMS was carried out in COBOL . The programs were designed to 

run on-line , except for certaln report generators , in order to 

speed up th~ clerical work and capture data at its source . All 

data entry and update programs have extensive error checks in 

order to screen out bad data . In order to make sure that only 

authorised p~rsonnel can make changes , the update and lnqulry 

programs have been separated and all programs further protected 

by plant and firm codes and passwords 

4.3 System Programs 

The backbone of the system 'is the data entry and update 

progr,am for the process plans whlch is ir; fact a highly 

specialized text editor . It uses ~'wlndow ~pproach in whlch the 
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user enters and updates data via a window and sees what he has 

'!tTri t ten enabling errors to be corrected without going any 

further The program also contains a machinery check to ensure 

that the machIne the user specifles actually exists at that plant 

. The user is guided by a series of menus and if necessary can 

call a help option ~hich gIves information about program options 

and commands. The similar"ity codes are treated as an integral 

part of the process plans , but can be added later if desired . 

The program has the follm'1lng options: 

1) Data entr~ . Creation of a new process plan from scratch 

~1) Update. The user can make changes and ad~ or delete 

operatIons on existing process plans 

Ill) Delete This option deletes the whole of a process plan 

IV) Copy. ThIS optIon enables the user to copy existing 

process plans from one part to another . Thus the user can copy 

similar process plans found via the similarity codes, saVIng" a 

great deal of clerical work 

v) Help . This optIon gives the user information on the 

programs options and commands 

Another program performs the same functions for the 

~achine~y data set but is much simpler in nature 

4.4. Reports and Application Programs 
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The user can make inquiries about process plans and 

machinery via inquiry programs that permit access to the data but 

no alterations. The similar parts classificat~on , which forms 

the main part of the retrieval-type CAPP system , 1s used via 

another program a,.nd'; ",i 11 be more fully ° treated 
, 
~n the next 
. 

chapter . Another on-line program is available to enter and 

update descriptions of the var~ous d~g~ts of the similar~ty code 

rendering the system extremely amenable to future development 

The report-generating applications programs are of critical 

importance to the savings potential and the acceptance of the 

database system by the company . Reports wh~ch were previously 

available only after prohibitive amounts of time and effort can 

now be generated economically and accurately. 

One of the mos t impor tan t' repor t s genera ted 
. 
~ s the ra,., 

, 
materials requirements report for sheet-metal parts . This report 

is prepared by the Production EnginerOing Department and sent to 

the Central Purchasing Department wh~ch uses it to plan sheet-

metal purchasing policy for the year. This report 0, when 

prepared manually by finding the sheet-metal components of each 

product from the bill of materials. searching manually through 

the process plans , making sure that the plan was up to date and 

" calculating" the materials requirements by hand took approximately 

. 
2 man/weeks to prepare ; The accuracy of these figures ~s also 

extremely important since they are used in the bill of 
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materials for the automatic stock reductions . The availability 

of the process pl~ns and the bill of materials e~ables the user 

to generate reports from both the technical departmets r~cords 

(the process plans) and the production figures(bill of materials) 

ln a variety of formats and to eliminate discrepancies by check

ing the blO against e-ach other . Two programs generate materials 

requirements from the bill of materials files by product and by 

material , and two others perform the same function using the 

process plans . Another program compares the two sets of figures 

and lists discrep~ncies. 

Another extremely useful area 1S opened to use by the 

inclusion of the machinery in a database . The parts being 

processed on a given machine and the dies used on the machine can 

be seen immediately via an on-line inquiry program . Thiss enables 

die design to take mach1ne \'lOrkload into account . The user can 

also inquire as to .the machinery available in a given plant . Two 

other programs calculate the mach1ne workload of a give? produc

tion schedule at varying levels of detail , using the machinery 

database and the bill of materials 1n conjunction 

4.4 Remarks on Implementation 

The experience gained to date with the implementation on 

these programs has proved that they are easy to use • personnel 

totally lacking in computer background having become quite at 

home in a week. This also"helps eliminate. errors by having the 



process planner do his o'\'m entry , thus checking his "TOrk at 

first hand . 

It can ,be seen that the full-scale implementation of the 

system requires a great deal of time and eff~rt . The process 
" . 

" 

planning system and the machinery, together wlth their inter-

faces with the MMS , were selected as the first stage of impleme-

ntation • afte~ which the programs were to be adapted to run on 

the smaller computers of the plants. As the dies require a study 

of their numbering syste'm • they were set as the final stage . At 

present the two plants at Istanbul are fully converted to the 

first stage , process plans , machinery and MMS interfaces and 

results have been encouraging It should be borne ln,mlnd that 

as the dles subsystem is brought into operation and the system 

begins to run on the plants' computers. the benefits of improved 

interdepartmental communication and cost-effective report genera
.) 

tion wlll continue to increase . Adding to this the increased 

accuracy of the information and' the firm-wide standardization of 

procedures it leads to , and the fact that it depends solely on 

programming and classification and coding , the database system 

appears in the light of an extremely cost-effective tool for the 

enhancement of manufacturing management . 
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V. GODING SYSTEM AND RETRIEVAL-TYPE CAPP SYSTEM 
I 

After the decision to bbring a form of computer support to 

the process planning activity had been taken , a survey of the 

available information and programming resources was made in order 

to determine the form this support should take . The fact that a 

generative CAPP system would require sophisticated information 

about part geometry and advanced programming techniques which 

would take a considerable period of time to become usable, it 

was decided to develop and implement a retrieval-type CAPP system 

WhlCh could become operational in a much shorter, time and thus 

lead to a reasonably quick solution to the problems of the 

process 'planning staff . 

As a majority of the firm's components manufactured in-house 
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are sheet-metal parts it was declded to lmplement the C~PP system 

on the sheet-metal parts first . Thus , as retrieval-type CAPP 

systems rely on classification and coding , the need arose to 

develop a classification and coding scheme for sheet-metal parts 

'. , 

Classifi~ation a~d- coding systems used in industry can be 

descrl.bed as monocodes , where each digit of the code classlfies 

the next • and polycodes , where the meaning of each digit is 

independent of the preceding digits . A detailed description of 

classifIcation and coding systems can be found 
I 

In Hyde[16J 

In order to develop the nece~sary coding scheme • a team 

wasformed cons~st~ng of the author , Do~.Dr.G8ndUz Ulusoy • two 

of the process planning engineers and one of the die-design 

engineers . This team met twice weekly for four months in order 

to discuss possible schemes and bring to bear the necessary 
.,l 

mechanical englneering and computer background . During these 

sessions the common characteristics of sheet-metal parts produced 

by the firm were'discussed and at length, after considerable 

effort , a coding system in the form of a 36 digit ~~lycode was 

agred upon and tested on the sheet-metal parts produced in the 

Istanbul washing-machine factory. The f~rst dig~t contains 

'information on material • the next seven on shape and the others 

on various' critical factors which will be discussed in detail 

later in this chapter . 



Any manufacturing-oriented code for sheet-metal parts must 

necessarily take into account the various die-design aspects of 

the parts . For example , if a part has two holes to be pierced 

very close together , it may not be possible to pierce them both 

on the same die as the material between may tear . Thus, the 

classification system developed takes both part shape and these 

die-design dete~rmin1ng factors , which we will call "critical 

factors" since they are critical to die design and t.hus playa 

large role in determining the process plan '. 

The first gro~p of characteristics contains information on 

material and part shape Part shape is deflnedd 1n terms of the 

basic sheet-met.al form~ng operat.ions , which were taken to be 

pierclng(1ncluding blanking and extrusions) shearing , 

forming , bending and drawing 

according to whether t.he bend 

Bending was further decomposed 

was on the edge of the part , bent 

the part as a \'Thole or lnvolved only a portion of the part . 

'Material 1S classified by quality, such as stainless steel 
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deep-dra\'Ting steel etc. and thickness. A detailed description 

of the basic forming characteristics as used 1n the code deve

loped is given belo\'T: 

5.1 Shaping Characteristics 

5.1.1. Piercing 

i)- Simple ext.rusions 

Extrusions \'There the angle of extrusion is less than 90 



and the regularity of the flange is un1mportant . 

11) Complex extrusio~s 

Extrusions "11th angle of extrusion less than 90' .and 

regularity of the flange edge ~s requ1red . 

111) Round holes, pierced or blanked .' , 

1V) Holes other than round , pierced or blanked 

5.1.·2 Shear'lng 

1) Flat pattern shearing 

. Shearing operations ",here the entire flat pattern of the 

part 1s obtalned 

11) Notching along edges 

111) Notching at corners 

The above notching operations are separated because it 1S 

possible to combine the latter' with bending operations on a 

single die , but not the former. 

5.1.3 Forming 

1) Stiffening ribs across bends 

11) Form along edge 

Shallow forms of depth less than 2t·aiong an entire edg~ . 

111) Forms 

Formed shapes with closed contour of depth less than 5t 

and shapes deeper than 5t with one or more edges on the 

edge of the part .. 

1V) Welding projections 

46. 



Round projectlons of diameter less than 10 mm for pro

jection welding 

v) Stiff~ning rib along bends 

5.1.4 Bending on Edges 

1) 90' bend 

11) Bends other than 90' 

111) U-bend 

lV) Z-bend 

v) Edge hem 

Vl) Curling 

Vll) All others 

5.1.5 BendIng of eI1tire part. 

1) 90' bend 

11) Bends other than 90' 

111) U-bend 

lV) Circular bend 

v) Pipe clips 

Vl) More t.han one 90' bend 

V11) More than one bend other than 

Vl11) More than one U-bend 

lX) All others 

5.1. 6 Detail bendlng 

1:) Lanced t.abs ''Ii th angle 90' 

11) Lanced t.abs with angle not 90' 

90' 
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111) U-bends In centre of part . " 
IV) Z-bends in centre of part 

v) All others I 

In centre of part 

Vl) Bending 90' tab on edge 

" Vll) Bend ing" tab on edge "/1 th angle'not 90' 

Vlll) U-bendlng of part of an edge 

lX) Z-bending"of part of an edge 

x) All others bends on part of an edge 

Xl) Both centre and ~dge operations 

5.1.7 Drav/ing 

Shaping the part to a depth greater than 5t along a closed 

contour 1D one or more operations . 

Obviously , comblnatlons of these basic operations are also 

possible . The number of these was reduced by the elimination of 

the manlfestly imposslble , but still required th~ use of alpha-
,", 

betic 'characters, especially for the'bending dlglts A detaliled 

breakdown of the digits of this part of the code and the varlOUS 

conventions adopted can be found in the Appendix 

5.2 Critical factors 

The second group of characteristics is the crit.ical factors 

These are generally due to the interaction of the elements 

def~ned in the first eight digits of the code . This interaction 

may be of'the followIng forms: 



i) The bTO operations may be superimposed ,: for example a 

hole pierced on the 'wall of a drawn part . 

i~) The two operatlons may be clo~er to each other than a 

certaln mInimum distance , leading to complicat1ons in the die 

design . For example , lf a hole is too close to an edge it 
, 
1S 

1mpossible to perform both shearing and pierc1ng operations on 

the same dle . These mInimum dlstances are given in the die 

de~ign literature as an absolute m~nimum for sheet metal below a 
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certain thickness and as a function of the material thickness: for 

thicker sheet. Thus we have the follow1ng three types of crltl'-

cal factors: 

~) Those due to superposition 

ii) Those due to t"TO operations be1ng closer than the 

minimum distance 

iil) Those due to two operations be1ng closer together 

than the minimum distance for that thickness of sheet 

These factors are intimately related w1th die design , 

manufacture and press technology and may change with advances of 

the said technology They play an important . sometimes -decisive 

'role in determining the number of dies needed to produce a part 

Thus • explicit lnclusion of both the presence and type of 

the critical factors in the code is essential to its usefulness . 

Th1S ",ill enable the user. ,,'hen faced with a given critical 
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factor , to retrieve and examine parts with the same cr~tical 

factor to glean methods" of solution to his problem from them . 
\ h 

Thls wlil also lead to increas"ed utilization of past die design 

experlence , reducing the possibility of repeating costly errors 
'" , 

Another ~mportant advantage due to explicit inclusion of the 

critical factors is that it enables the factor of technological 

change to be taken into account If at some date In the future 

new technology enabling holes to be pierced closer together thap 

possible today should become available, the"user can retrieve 

parts havlng that type of critical factor automatically and 

update them , thus ensuring that the CAPP system always ieflects 

the latest available ~echnology 

The critical factors belng in three types , ~t is clear that 

in case of tw6 types occurring on a p~rt simultaneously some form 

of ranking is necessary. After discusslon with the die engineers 

it wa~ decided that superposition was the most dominant , follow-

ed by absolute min~mum distance and d~stance as a function of 

thickness in that order . 

The critical factors , 28 of which are possible , are 

defined in digits 9 to 36 of the polycode . Poss1ble criteria for 

different operations to cause critical factors were found from 

the die design literature and are given in the Appendix. 
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5.3 Use of the CAPP System 

Based on the code described above , the retrieval-type CAP? 

system was developed to enable retr~eva1 of process plans and 

the1r editing . The system was programmed in COBOL and lntegrated 

w~th the database described in the previous chapter . A flowchart 

of the system 1s g1ven in Fig.l0. The main program for this 

purpose, called URR!! • enables· the user to retrieve process 

plans by part number. to obtain list of slmilar parts and to 

copy a process plan for edlt~ng if an exact or close match 1s 

found . 

In order to render the search time shorter , material was used as 

a key in the slmilarlt~ codes data set . Thus • the user has to 

specify material but n9thing else is obligatory enabling searches 

w1th partial codes to be made . For example • the user can search 

for all deep-dra"hng steel parts ~ll th a given cr·]' tlcal factor , 

without specifying any other particulars 

5.4.1 Opti6ns of the CAPP System 

5.4.1.1 Creation of a process plan from ·scratch 

This is done using the editor for process plans 

5.4.1.2 Completion of an incomplete process plan 

The process plan is rretrieved by part number using the 

system editor and then updated. 

5.4.1.3 Retrieval of process plan by part number 

This is done via the system editor for purposes of update 

• 
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or copying 

5.4.1.4 Retrieval of process plan VIa simil~rlty code 

This is performed by the program URR11 , ,·,hlch enables the 

user to search for parts wIth s~milar process plans • view ~e-

lected process plans and, lf he so deslres , copy a sUltable 

process plan . 

5.4.2 Editor of the CAPP System 

After the user has retrieved a process plan and worked on 

it , he has the followIng optIons; 

i) Store a completed process plan 

ii) Store an incomplete process plan 
. 

i~i) Delete an undesired proc~ss plan 

iv) Print the process plan on a slave printer 

v) Use a separate program to print a batch of process plans 



'. , 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND EXTENSIONS 

The CAPP system and database system described above have 

been implemented in two of the firm's five plants, and results 

to date have been encouraging , The time necessary for the pre-
. I 

paration of process plans has been considerably reduced , espe-

cially by the copy facility and the ability to store incomplet~ 
'.' 

process plans and update them later . The similarity code has 

been implemented in the Istanbul washing-machlne factory arid 

results have been encouraging. 

The system has led to a' considerable standardizatlon of 

information in the Production Engineering Department . The 

process plans now contain standard time data that was not pre-

viously entered due to the fact that time study and process 
, 

planning were done by separate teams . The increased cooperation 

has the added advantage of leading to more up to date process 
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plans due to feedback from time studies . 

Comparison of the flowcharts in Figs. 4 and',g leads to the 

conclusion that the system developed in this study has the same 

capabilities as MIPLAN,with the exception of the standard text 

f~l~s , part family matrix files and use of user-defined routines 

.. The standard text could be developed with tlme • and its 

function is fulfilled to a certaIn extent by th~ copying option 

which ,·Till result in stansardization of texts over time. The 

part-family matrix is a group-technologic~l concept which is not 

applicable to sheet-metal manufacturing as studied here as a pie 

can only perform operatlons on one part • rendering grouping of 

part famllies to proces·s on a group of machines irrelevant . The 

us~ of user-defined routines in the CAPP system would require the 

investment of a great deal of programming effort , and since the 

process plans contain no informatlon that 'could requlre the u~e 

of such modules was not considered "lor th\>Th 1 Ie . 

The extensions posslble are, first of all • the intro

duction of the dies into the datab.ase after solving the asso

ciated coding ptoblems and linklng this subsystem to the vendors 

files to allow tracking of dies and easier calculation of depre

ciation . After thlS • development· of process plans for plastic 

parts and their inclusion in the class{fi~ation/coding scheme 

would aiso lead to substantial benefits . 

Ultimately. it might be possible to develop a full-scale 
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generative process planning system , but thi? would require the 

generation of a vast amount of lnformat1on on part geometry and a 

corresponding investment of time and effort to capture the logic 

involved . Thus , it would seem that this 1S still only a long-

term possibility-. 
'. . 

.j 
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APPENDIX I 

STRUCTURE OF THE SIMILARITY CODE 

Digit 1 

" , 

Materral s 

1- Stainless steel 

2- Coat.ed steel 

3- Deep drawing steel 

4- Standard quality (t<1.5 mm) 

5- St.andard qua'l i ty (1. 5mm < t < 2. 5mm) 

6- Standard quality (t)2.5mm) 

.; 

Digit 2 Pierclng operations 

A- Normal extrusions 

.B- Extrusions wlth regular flange 

C- Round plerclIlg or blanking 

D- Plerd.ng or blanki,ng other ·than round 

E- ( A + B 

F- e A + C ) 

G- e A + D ) 

H- e B + C ) 

I- e B + D ), 

J- ( c + D ) 
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K- ( A + B + C' ) 

L- ( A + C + D ) 

M- ( A + B + D ) 

N- B + C + D ) 

0- C A + B + C .+ D ) 

Dlgit 3 shearing operations 

1- Flat pattern shearing 

2- Notching at corners 

3- Notching at edges 

4- ( ~ + 2 ) 

5- 1 + 3 ) 

6- ( 2 + 3· ) 

7- ( 1 + 2 + 3 ) 

Digit 4 Forming operaatlons 

A- Stlffenlng rib ·across bend 

B- Shallo\'1 form along edge 

c- Welding projection 

D- Form 

E- Stlffening rib along bend 

F- ( A + B ) 

G- ( A + C ) 

H- e A + D ) 

I- ( A. + E ) 

J- ( B + .C ) 
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K- ( B + D ) 

L- ( B + E ) 

M- ( C + D ) 

N- ( C + E ) 

0- CD'';'" E ) 

p- All ot.hers 

Dlgit. 5 Bending operat.ions on edges 

A- 90' Bend 

B- Bends ot.her t.han 90' 

C- U-bend 

D- Z-bend 

E- Edge hemmIng 

F- All ot.hers 

G- Cur l:ing 

H- ( A + B ) 

.~) 

I- ( A +- C ) 

J- ( A + D ) 

K- ( A + F ) 

L- ( B +C ) 

M...:. ( B + D ) 

N- ( B + F ) 

0- ( C + D ) 

p- ( C + F ) 

Q- r D + F ) 
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Curling and edge hemmIng can only occur by themselves.Here 

lt is posslble to descrlbe at most two edges of a 

part,iriterpreting the comb~nat~ons in this fashion. 

Digit 6 Bending.operatlons of 'part as a whole .. 
A- 90' Bend 

B- Bends other than 90' 

C- U-bend 

D- Circular bending (360' ) 

E- Pipe clips 

F- More than one 90' bend 

G-·More than one bend other than 90' 

H- More Ulan one U-bend 

l- All others 

D1g1t 7 Detail bending operat1<;ms 

. 
A- Lanced tab \'11 th bend 90' 

B- Lanced tab ''II th bend other than 90' 

C- U-bend 
, 

centre 1n 

D- Z-bend 
I centre 1.n 

, 
"E- All other detall operat~ons 1n centre 

F- 90' bend on edge 

G- Bend on edge other than 90' 

H- U-bend on edge-

l- Z-bend on edge 

J- AIl other detaj.l operatlons on edges 
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K- Both edge and centre detail operations 
I r 

Dlglt 8 Dravd.ng O'peratlons 

1- Drawing of entire part 
, 

with In one stage flange 

removal 

2- Drawing of entire part 
" 

without .' . In one stage f,lange 

remova,l 

3- Drawing of entire part I 
than stage with In more one 

flange removal 

4- Drawing of entIre part 
, 

than In more ol1e stage 

without flange removal 

5- Drawing operation on part of the workplece 

6- ( 1 + 5 ) 

7- ( 2 + 5 

8- ( 3 + 5 ). .; 

9- ( 4 + 5 ) 

11. Cr~tical'factors 

After dlScusslons with the die engIneers and study of the 

die design literature,five basic criteiia for critical factors 

emerged \'/'1'11 ch covered all poss ibi Ii ties . The cr iter la are listed 

according to the two operatlons whose interaction they result 

from. The letter "t" is used to represent sheet thickness. 

I.P1ercing-piercing or shearing-?hearlng 

In order not to be crttical.these operations should at 

least loSt apart and never closer than 3.2mm . 



~~. Forming-plerclng 
.' . 

At least 3t apart,never closer than Smm . 

P ' I ~~~. ~erc~ng-shear~ng 

At least 3t apart,and never closer th~n 3mm. 
'. 

• I 

lV. Bending operations 

The min'~mum dis-tance bebleen blo bend~'ng operations should 

be 'at least St , w~th a ~~nimum bending rad~us of 2.St 

v. Drawing operations 

The minimum distance between a drawing operation and any 

other operation should be at least 1St. 

The possible ccritical factors and the criterion which 

applies to them are shown 1n Table 2 .' A crit~'cal factor due to 

superposition 1s indicated bY,l , one due to absolute minimum 
" 

distance by 2 and one due to the material thickness cr~terion by 

3 . The encircled number represents the which of the above five 
• ~I 

cr~ter~a 1s applicable to the .cri~ical factor formed by the 

'I I" 
~nteract~on of the operat~ons g~ven ~n the row and column.The 

number in the upper rlght-hand corner is the digit of the 

polycode representing that particular critical fac~or. 
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